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Falcon gridders are still alive in MAC race

Vol. 69 Issue 44

THE BG NEWS

Tuesday, November 11,1986

Bowling Green, Ohio

School
boards
advised
on AIDS

Seniors
face loan
payments
Exit interviews
held in two weeks

COLUMBUS (AP)- School
board members from Ohio were
told yesterday that the AIDS
problem will affect the state's
schools but that the effects can
be held to a minimum with adequate planning.
State Health Director Thomas
Halpin said educational materials and services already are
available from the state for
school officials, teachers and
others so they can join in "our
erimary mission - to prevent
le spread of AIDS."
He said schools can provide a
positive focus in prevention.
Halpin said that as of Oct. 14,
Ohio had 242 documented cases
of acquired immune deficiency
syndrome. However, he estimated that between 30,000 and
40,000 adult Ohioans have been
infected with the AIDS virus and
that the number of actual cases
is expected to total 3,000 to 5,000
by 1991. Their children are potential victims, he indicated.
Halpin headed a panel discussion on AIDS at the annual
meeting of the Ohio School
Boards Association. About ISO
school officials heard Halpin's
comments and then asked him
questions.
Board members indicated
keen interest and frustration
over the threat of the disease to
U See ADDS, page 3.

by Linda Hoy

staff reporter
For graduating seniors, the
time to think about repaying
those student loans has arrived
National Direct Student Loan
(NDSL) exit interviews will be
held Nov. 21-Dec. 5 at the Student Loan Collection Office.
Attendance at the exit interviews is required by University
policy, and if students refuse to
attend the interviews, their
grades and transcripts will be
frozen, Lois Luoma, clerk of the
student loan and collection office, said.
At the exit interviews, students will fill out a personal data
sheet, and questions will be answered about repayment of the
loans.
Students will be interviewed in
groups of 10-20, and the rights
and responsibilities of borrowers will be discussed.
Such responsibilities include
keeping the student loan collection office informed of address
and name changes.
"Basically helping them (students) to become responsible
borrowers" is the purpose of the
exit interviews, Luoma said.
G See Loans, page 3.

love winners"

BG News/Pete Fellman

Florence LaRue, center, surrounded by the other members of the
5th Dimension, shouts "We love winners," referring to the
football victory over Ball State. The group performed Saturday
night in Anderson Arena for Parents Day. Judging from the

applause, parents enjoyed the concert and the game, especially
Football Dad of the Year Alonzo Estep, father of Falcon
guard Mike Estep; and Parent of the Year Patricia Mclntyre,
mother of BG News editor Mike Mclntyre.

USG schedules forums on major issues
by Susan McDonald
staff reporter

In an effort to increase student
awareness on national issues such as
the Strategic Defense Initiative, a resolution supporting the creation of a
series of forums on national issues was
passed by the Undergraduate Student
Government last night.
The resolution stated that the national issues forum series will provide

for open forums to be presented to
University students on any issue pertaining to University, local, state and
national affairs.
"The creation of the national issues
forum will enable USG as a governing
body on a consecutive basis to bring to
the attention of students issues such as
SDI, apartheid and other relevant issues," said USG President Kelly McCoy.
Jeff Fix, University Activities Orga-

nization representative who co-sponored the bill with Heidi Turner,
national, state and community affairs
coordinator, said the forum series was
also created to bring in experts on
these topics, since USG general assembly members did not know enough
about the issues.
If student opinion about these issues
is influenced one way or another after a
forum, USG will take a stance on some
of them by proposing a resolution to the

general assembly, he said.
The first forum in the series will
address the pros and cons of SDI.
Daniel Axelrod, a physics professor
who works in the University of Michigan's Institute of Science and Technology, will speak against SDI Dec. 11 at
7:30 p.m. in 121 West Hall.
McCoy said there has been no
speaker scheduled to address the benefits of SDI. She said letters have been
sent to the University's physics, com-

puter science and political science departments.
Vice president Jeff Slater said the
forum was scheduled as a result of
USG's resolution opposing any additional funding for SDI, which was tabled
since there was not enough student
awareness about the issue.
In other business, the second USG
travelling meeting will be Nov. 17 at
the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity house at
6th and High streets.

Mutual Study shows couples want fewer children
checking
'no ploy'
by Melissa McGIUivray
staff reporter

LAJOLLA,Calif.(AP)- A
private agreement for VS.
and SorieTscieoUsts to monitor both nations' nuclear teat
sstos b a sincere attempt to

one testing and ta no propagandaptoy, a Soviet scJenfiat
•aid yesterday.
"I would Uke to tell the
American people that without
oadoar tastinc we tan live
more peacefully and more
successfully man with nuclear testing," said Igor Leonovlch Nersesov, a
seismologist from the Soviet
Academy of Sciences' InstitrfeofPhysics of the Earth.
Last May, the academy and
the Washfetfon-baaed Natural Resources Defense Council, an environmental group,
agreed to install seismometers to monitor earth tremors
from underground nuclear
bomb tests at the mam testing: sites si the Soviet Union
and the United States.
The agreement is meant to
show it is possible to verify
compliance with any future
rehenalve test ban
and with the uarsUfW
that limit undergrosnd bomb testa to 1M HWom.saidTnwnasCochran,
D Sea Tests, page!

Because they believe having
children requires a drastic
change in lifestyle, many couples are opting to have fewer
children or are remaining childless, University sociology professor Arthur Neal said.
Neal, who was featured in
USA Today last week, said couEles are seeing fewer advances and more disadvantages
to having children.
"There is a growing hostility
toward having children," he
.said. "Children interfere with
freedom of lifestyle."
Neal has been studying different aspects of family planning
for about 20 years, through federally funded research.
In 197S, he and his colleagues
Ted Groat and Jerry Wicks, also
from the sociology department,
began studying 600 married couples in Toledo to determine the
value of children in couples'
lives. He presented the findings
of the six-year-long study to the
National Council on Family Relations in Dearborn, Mich., last
week.
Financial burdens and a
higher number of women entering the work force are the main
reasons couples are deciding
against becoming parents, he
said. Other reasons cited were
that children cause worry and
tension, contribute to the population problem, and take too
much time.
Some of the advantages cited
were that children are a source

of love and affection and provide
married couples with a real
family life.
BEFORE THE SURVEY,
Neal said he was aware that
there had been a decline in the
number of children couples were
having. But the findings of the
survey still surprised him, he
said.
"We were not quite aware of
the dramatic perceived disadvantages of children," he said.
Couples now see more disadvantages to having children because of the alternatives open to
them, he said.
He said higher education and
later marriages are causing
many couples to put off having
children or to forgo having children altogether.
Of those who decide to have
children, most want only two, he
said.
"Small family size is here to
stay" because of advanced techonology and access to birth
control, sterilization and abortion, he said.
But despite these advances,
Neal said 40 percent of all births
are still unplanned among married couples.
"Couples are haphazard and
lackadaisical in their use of
birth-control methods," he said.

LAST YEAR. Neal went back
and surveyed the same 800 couples to determine their decisions
about sterilization. He and his
colleagues found that 80 percent
of the 600 couples plan to practice sterilization.
Neal said there are both good

and bad aspects of this trend.
"It's a good trend in that I like
to see people making their own
decisions and controlling their
own destinies," he said.
However, the trend toward
fewer children and more sterilization will eventually cause a
shortage of young people, he
said.
"If the present trends continue, there won't be enough
babies to replace the present
population," he said.

Although this problem will be
somewhat offset by increased
immigration, Neal said the
shortage of young people will
lead to debates about fertilization policies.
Political opposition to sex education in the schools and to abortion will be part of the debates,
he said.
On the positive side, Neal said
he believes the economy will
benefit from the decrease in
births. There will be less pres-

Arthur Neal and Ted Groat

sure on available resources, he
said.
"THE EFFECT will be an
increase in standard of living,
and quality of life."
Also, today's college students
can expect a very different family life when they decide to start
their own families.
"More college students are
overwhelmed and incapacitated," by all the decisions they
are faced with concerning raising families, he said.

BG Nawt/Rob Upton

Editorial
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Giving needles
won't stop AIDS
AIDS, a virus spreading like wildfire, also seems
to be lighting flames beneath the feet of those
who want to stop its spread. Unfortunately, some of
those people, in their desire to bring a halt to the
transmission of AIDS, are being stupid and getting
burned.
The New York State Health Department is studying a proposal to give a small number of drug
addicts in New York City free hypodermic needles.
The proposal is aimed at lessening the spread of the
virus in the heterosexual community, since much
of it is believed to happen through sharing of
needles between intravenous drug abusers.
We support research on AIDS and any reasonable
efforts to. curtail its spread, such as distribution of
information to high-risk groups. We think it is
absurd, however, to supply illegal drug paraphernalia to addicts.
Under New York state law, a person needs a
doctor's prescription to get a hypodermic needle.
Ed Koch, New York City mayor, said supplying
the needles sounds like a good idea. He added,
however, that he was concerned mat giving away
needles might be perceived as condoning drug
abuse.
Koch should be concerned. Giving away needles
would not only be perceived as condoning drug
abuse, it is condoning it.
It shouldn't take a health department study for
New York to realize that adding fuel to the problem
of drug abuse cannot possibly solve the problem of
AIDS.
And even if the study were done, several questions still would be unanswered.
Who decides who gets the needles? Who is to say
the drug abusers will admit their addiction in order
to get the needles? Who is to say they will use them
even if available?
And, aside from the drug abuser himself, who in
his right mind would support such an idea?

Reminiscing with John
by Gregg Richardson
I first discovered John Cage in
1974, when I was a sophomore
undecided major at Purdue University.
I was spending hours playing
in a rock band when I should
have been studying composing
pop songs at the piano when I
should have been in class, and
writing awful lyrics in my notebook during chemistry lectures.
Bored and dissatisfied with both
my studies and my avocation, I
was always searching for something different.
One day, on a whim, I picked
up an album for $1.49 at a discount record sale. It was a piece
called "HPSCHD" for harpsichords and computer-generated
sound tapes by a composer
named John Cage.
Each album came with a randomly-generated computer
printout that enabled the listener to manipulate his/her stereo controls, thus providing
each owner with the opportunity
to possess a unique version of
the piece, as well as to participate in the performance. I got
back to my dorm room, put on
the record and cranked the volume.
The room was filled with the
sound of something I can only
describe as three harpsichords
playing in a flight cage filled
with electronic birds. My neighbor, Sponge, immediately appeared, warning me to turn that
damned noise off or he would
stomp on my Twinkies (a grave
threat, considering that my grocery sacks full of Twinkies freSuently provided the seventh
oor with a late-night repast of

the last resort).
It was too late. I was fascinated.
I purchased another album
called "Variations IV," in which
Cage and his colleague, David
Tutor, randomly manipulated
the tuners of eight radios. Soon I
had the entire seventh floor participating reluctantly in musical
experiments in which the sounds
of Elton John and Peter Dlyich
Tchaikovsky were forced to copulate in the hallway, while Paul
Harvey exclaimed, "Stand by
for NEWS!"
Cage's works for the "prepared piano," a creation in
which objects inserted between
the strings turn the instrument
into a colorful percussion ensemble under the control of a
single player, led me to do
unspeakable things to my parent s hapless spinet, while essays on the record jackets
introduced me to other avant
garde composers such as Karl
neinz Stockhausen, Lukas Foss,
and Iannis Xenakis. "There is
music all around us," said Cage,
"if only we would open our ears
to it."
That Christmas at home,-1
prowled around my house, opening my ears, and those of my
family, to the sound of empty
Coke bottles and squeaky
chairs, to the subtle distinctions
in the timbre of assorted household objects passing through the
garbage disposal, and to the
grandeur of my sister's entire
collection of music boxes recorded in stereo and played

back at MBd—I amplification.
At last, I invited my friends
over for a musical free-for-all,
advising them to bring anything
in their homes that made noise.
We assembled in the living room
and carefully planned our performance. Recording equipment
was calibrated, mikes were
placed throughout the house.
Crowbars hung from the fireplace screen, jars of marbles
stood on the end tables, two
dozen music boxes clustered beneath a brace of microphones,
an amplified guitar tuned to
minor seconds and equipped
with a steel slide and an echo
unit stood ready, and a loosely
adjusted snare drum strapped to
the bell of my French horn
promised sonic novelties.
Five musicians, hitherto devoted to reproducing the strains
of Chicago and Blood, Sweat and
Tears, began the performance.
We tapped crowbars, blew
horns, plucked piano strings,
and wandered in and out of the
room reciting lines from an
imaginary movie in which Godzilla crashed a concert of the
New York Philharmonic.
My parents, earnest Republican fundamentalists that they
were, peered anxiously out of
the windows, hoping that the
neighbors were unaware of the
iconoclastic cultural event taking place in their suburban enclave.
God, it was exhilarating!
That was 12 years ago. The
intervening decade has dampened my artistic enthusiasm.
Now, living in my fourth city in

seven years, after changing majors three times and careers
twice, coming to terms with a
chronic illness, losing and regaining my religious faith with
distressing frequency, and suffering the disillusionment of being a lefty in Reagan's America,
I feel a lot older than 32.
My piano now resounds
mostly with the strains of
Brahms and Chopin, and that
only as often as a 4-year-old
daughter and a real full-time job
will allow.
As I sat through Cage's interminable long mix-and-match autobiography two weeks ago. I
could only think of a friend of his
who one time stood up in the
middle of one of his concerts,
cried out "John, I love you
dearly, but I can't stand this
anymore," and went home. But
then I watched him after the
piece, this frail, timeworn 74year-old man, smiling, laughing, clapping his hands in delight, like a child at a circus, at
the sounds he and his fellow
musicians had produced, and I
went home smiling.
This week, during my walks to
work, I have found myself listening again with some pleasure to
the complex rhythms of morning traffic. And searching
through my piano bench, I came
up with an old photocopy of
"Music of Changes," composed
using random extracts from the
IChing.
Thanks, John.
Happy 75th.
Richardson is a science reference librarian at the University.
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Religion misrepresented
by Bruce Edwards
Whether you hear it from Pat
Robertson or Norman Lear, the
one inconvertible fact of a corntemporary American life is that
we are a religious people. A vast
majority of Americans believe
in a supreme being, and a conservative estimate is that more
than 60 million of us seek a place
of worship at least once a week.
This may be surprising news
to some of us if only because we
are so frequently reminded by
the televangelists that America
is in desperate need of spiritual
revival. While going to church,
temple, or mosque is not in itself
proof that people take their faith
seriously, it does indicate that
religion has a surprising resilience even in times regarded as
quite secular and humanstic.
The thing that I cannot figure
out is why this religious fervor is
not better reflected in typical
network television fare. I am not
talking here about "religious
programming,'' the kind of
thing that CBN and PTL serve
up: sermons, gospel music, endless telethons. I mean, rather,
network drama, comedy, and
adventure stories in which real
people are seen turning to or
exploring their faith in response
to the conflicts and challenges in
their lives.
i If the pollsters are right,
surely there is a market for a
weekly sitcom or drama in
which characters relate to each
other and face dilemmas in
which their faith authentically
comes into play. Isn't it odd that
while 25% of us go to worship in
America eacn week, not a single
TV family or individual expresses such a commitment?

When religion is depicted, it is
treated as a peripheral matter,
trivial and ineffectual - relevant, if at all, only at birth or
death. Thus, the religious characters we do get range from the
absurd (Sally Field's flying nun)
and fantastic (Michael Landon's
angel) to the buffoonish (Sherman Helmsley's character on
Amen) and scandalous (a fundamentalist Christian in any TV
drama is, by default, greedy,
Puritanical and bigoted).
But are there no plot lines
which might intersect with characters of integrity whose
relationship with God helps,
hurts, or is irrelevant to theirproblems? (How I would love to
see what Steven Bochco, who
created Hill Street Blues and
I..A. Law, would do with a cast
of devoutly religious characters.)
I am claiming no conspiracy
here. Network programmers
give us what they think we'll
watch and what advertisers
think will sell their products.
But I suspect that in the dubious
name of pluralsim, producers,
directors, and writers have negligently kept us from, say, a
weekly drama in which devout
Jewish parents try to raise their
children faithfully against the
currents of contemporary culture.
Or a weekly crime drama in
which at least one police officer/judge/lawyer derives humor, love, and inner strength
from the Koran, the Bible, or
some sacred text.
The fact is, when I see characters responding out of their
faith - whatever faith it is - I
find that I myself am encouraged to act upon my own beliefs
with courage and integrity. Is it
asking too much to see one gen-
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uine believer dealing with life in
a realistically religious way?
It is not, of course, the job of
scriptwriters and Hollywood
moguls to reinforce or define my
faith for me. But wouldn't it be
nice, even once in a while, to see
someone just a little like me,
and just a little like you, working
out their faith with fear and
trembling - and joy-on network TV?
Edwards is an assistant professor of English.

Letters
Frosh criticisms
found offensive
In the Oct. 30 paper I read an
article that was very offensive
to me. The article was entitled,
"Freshman Folly Part of life.''
I am very disgusted and have no
respect for the person who wrote
the article, Mary Menuez, whom
I have never met. I agree that
some freshmen do go through
changes in their first year of
college, but not as drastic as
those printed in the article. Yes,
I am a freshman and the only
change I have experienced is the
gaining of seven pounds. But, I
also see some upperclassmen
walking around with a few extra
pounds around the waist - perhaps from beer?
In regards to the first sentence
of the third paragraph of the
article which reads, "Freshmen
are all so stinking dumb and
irresponsible. They are always
losing everything; their wallets,
ther keys, their virginity."

the matter. In my room there is
not a trace of a nude body nor a
window full of beer labels. I
came here at the age of 19 in the
pursuit of a career, not a keg full
of beer.
Alcohol is not a priority in my
life, but maybe it was or is in
yours. How do you know that the
freshmen down the hall never
close their eyes? Are you a B.G.
spy or don't you close your eyes
either? I have also been doing
laundry for a long time, and I
bet Mary that I can get my
whites whiter than yours. Perhaps this is so because Mary is
too busy putting people down
instead of doing her laundry.
I could go on all day too, but I

have better things to do than
straighten out a young, simpleminded sophomore. Mary, if you
don't like freshmen then stay
clear of them because chances
are they won't like you either.
I wrote not so I could get in the
paper, but because I was seriously offended by this article,
and I feel its harmful comments
should have been lessened or the
article not printed at all.
If you really do feel freshmen
are characterized by all these
down-ridden qualities, then why
don't you shape up and provide
us with a better example?
When I first arrived here, I
thought people really cared, or
were these upperclassmen just
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I have never lost ray wallet
and I have only lost my keys
once. The part that offended me
is about virginity. I feel that if
someone wanted to lose their
virginity they would have done it
long before they got here.
I'm sorry If this doesn't hold
true for Mary Menuez. If some
freshmen do lose their virginity,
could it be because of the supreme example their upperclassmen are providing?
For Mary's information, I still
have all my coupon books and
am not broke as she states 96
percent of the freshmen are.
I'd like to know where she
came up with such a figure. I am
also not in a sorority, and I do
not do what everyone else does
or copy their ideas. If freshmen
do live in the grossest places, it
is because we nad no choice in

putting on an act? I am glad I
never ran into Mary Menuez my
first couple weeks here to ask
directions or help, because
chances are she would have spit
on me.
I feel damn sorry for those
special education students you
might be in charge of rearing in
the future. Are you really
upholding the true meaning of
education, or are you down playing it?
Thanks for being such a friend
and helping me establish such a
fine stereotype of B.G. upperclassmen, or should I say sophomores.
Kathy McKinley
417 McDonald North

by Berke Breathed
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Blotter
A rural Bowling Green ra*n
was lirted in critical condition
TMtcrdav in Wood County
HMpttaTs inUnahre care unit
ai a result of a shotgun wound
which Wood County sheriff's
deputies say might have been
self-inflicted.
Kenneth Marsh, of 87 Backbay Road, was found by a
passerby yesterday morning
at the intersection of Interstate 75 and Ohio 582.
Deputies were called at
7:39 ajn. and Marsh was
taken to the hosptial by Troy
Township rescue.
Marsh was lying in the
grass with his car parked and
a shotgun lying nearby, deputies said.
The incident is under investigation.
ODD

Former tenants of rental
property at 318 S. Grove St.
did extensive demage to the
apartment when they moved
out over the weekend, city
police said.
Ronald Deniaoff, the property owner, reported Sunday
afternoon that the tenants
had taken with them a
washer-dryer act, curtains,
and an antique stove valued

Tests.

Loans

at $1,900.
ODD

A brown tweed purse con1
t'tn'ng credit carat, "twkt.
cash and car keys was stolen
from Milton's Bar, 184 S.
Main St, sometime Saturday
night or Sunday morning, police said.
The owner noticed the theft
at 1:30 a.m. Sunday. She had
to leave her car parked at the
Huntington Bank branch on
South Church St. until she
could have new keys made,
police said.
D

D

O

A 5<H>ound fire extinguisher was reported stolen
from the back of a gas track
parked in a driveway in the
200 block of South Enterprise
Street early Sunday, police
said.
Q

D

D

The manager of Taco BelL
310 E. Wooeter St. reported
Sunday morning that someone had ripped the ski out of
the wall ofthe men's bathroom and taken it.
The incident was reported
at 3:33 a.m. The sink la worth

The meft was reported at
8:48 a.m. Saturday, bat the
owner told police the bicycle
had been stolen sometime
since Wednesday.

a a a
Two stereo speakers were
reported stolen from a car
parked in the 400 block of
Napoleon Road late Saturday
morning. The speakers were
valued at $125, and the theft
occurred sometime after 2
a.m. Saturday, the owner told
police.

a a a
A car belonging to a University student was broken
into in the 500 block of dough
Street and a stereo taken
sometime between 9:30 p.m.
Friday and 2:18 a.m. Saturday, police said.
The owner told police the
car had been locked when he
parked it

Tuesday, November 11

D Continued from page 1.
senior staff scientist for the U.S.
IN JULY, Assistant Secretary of Defense Richard Perle
said the agreement was viewed
by Moscow as an opportunity to
score propaganda points.
But Nersesov said the program "can show we can work
together ... and will demonstrate the possibility to stop the
nuclear testing by joint work."
"I can't understand why it
is (seen as) propaganda," said
Nersesov, who led a delegation
of five Soviet seismologists who
arrived in San Diego on Sunday
night for a week-long trip
through the United States.
In July, American scientists
serving as consultants to the
U.S. group installed seismometers at three locations around
the principal Soviet test site
near Semipalatinsk, about 1,800
miles southeast of Moscow.
They plan to return next January to install more sophisticated seismometers.
During their meeting yesterday, the Soviet and American
scientists discussed where to
install seismometers around the
Nevada Test Site northwest of
Las Vegas.
The three most likely locations are Deep Springs, Calif.,
Nelson, Nev., and Railroad Valley, Nev.. Cochran said. All are
about 70 miles from the Nevada
Test Site.
Cochran said sophisticated
seismometers probably will be
installed at the three locations
next March.
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HAIRCUT
SPECIAL

(University Union)
will be closed

Veteran's Day

A Ugbt-blne boys' Schwinn
Continental lO^peed, valued
at 8300, was reported stolen
from the 488 block of South
Summit Street Saturday

HAIR REPAIR

The Little Shop

in observance of

about 8158, police said.
D D D

D Continued from page 1.
The current NDSL interest
The University has an "envia- rate is 5 percent, Luoma said.
ble" default rate, she said.
NDSLa come from money
Fewer University students fail received through the federal
to pay off their loans than at government. The loans are
many other colleges.
given through the Financial Aid
At the exit interview, a stu- office, and the amount varies
dent is given a copy of the bor- from student to student.
Through the Truth and
rower's rights and
responsibilites and a repayment Lending Act, students are reschedule. The schedule Is a com- quired DV law to begin repayputerized form which details ment of their NDSUs when they
how much of each payment is leave school or when they drop
principal and interest.
below part-time status.
AIDS
D Continued from page 1.
pupils, although AIDS is believed to be contracted primarily through
ultimate sexual contact or unsanitary needles used to inject drugs.
HALPIN SAID the vast majority of victims are adults between the
ages of 20 and 50, most of them male homosexuals although recent
statistics have raised concerns about AIDS occurring in heterosexuals. He said a majority of children affected by their parents die
before they are old enough to enter school.
Some of the school officials' questions dealt with their legal
responsibilities in both denying and granting infected students
access to the classroom. Others questions touched on the frustration
of devising educational materials that do not include offensive
language but at the same time convey the message in ways that
pupils can understand them.
Halpin conceded he lacked definitive answers to either of those
concerns but indicated that teachers, parents and local officials will
share in the efforts to find answers.
AIDS is caused by a virus that destroys the body's immune
system, leaving victims vulnerable to a variety of life-threatening
infections. No cure has been found.
Halpin stressed that researchers do not believe the disease is
contracted through casual contact.
Halpin said that so far, no Ohio school district has had to decide on
whether to keep an infected child out of school, although in one case
a decision had reached a critical stage when the youngster "became
too ill to attend class." But he-said, "It's going to happen."
IN MAKING admissions decisions, Halpin said school board
members must base their actions on medical facts, opinions of
parents and school officials, and the recommendations of physicians
and local health officials. He said community support is vital for a
successful local AIDS education program.

1-3:30 pm
in the Faculty Lounge,
J| University Union it>

$6
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expires 11/18/86
COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED (REGULAR PRICE $10)
TUES-FRI 9:30-7:00
352-2566
SAT
9:30-4:00
Yellow House behind Taco M

Fee $5.00

X

Sign-up by noon.
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in the UAO office, 3rd floor
University Union
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Those not pictured.

Don't be a blank spot in your classmates' memories!!
Be immortalized by a senior portrait in the 1987 KEY
Call 372-8086 to make your appointment today with immortality
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U.S. bishop requests meeting with pope

Saboteurs attack whale oil plant in Iceland

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
head of the National Conference
of Catholic Bishops, warning of
rising ill will between American
Catholics and the Vatican,
called yesterday for Pope John
Paul II to meet with the U.S.
hierarchy before his American
visit next year.
Bishop James Malone of
Youngstown, president of the
organization, aid not say exactly
what the bishops would tell the
pope, who plans to visit for a
series of speeches and Masses in
outdoor stadiums next September.
But he spoke soberly of "developing estrangement" be-

REYKJAVIK, Iceland (AP) Sledgehammer-wielding saboteurs wrecked Iceland's only
plant for processing whale oil
and other byproducts during the
weekend, and yesterday an international environmental
group claimed responsibility for
the attack.

tween the Vatican and parts of
the American church over such
Suestions as dissent from high
lurch authority.
The pope was cheered by millions during a triumphant tour of
Eastern and Midwestern U.S.
cities in October 1979.
"But no one who reads the
newspapers of the past three
years can be ignorant of a growing disaffection of elements of
the church in the United States
from the Holy See," Malone
said.
HIS SPEECH opened the bishops' four-day annual meeting,
during which the nearly 300
church leaders will go behind

closed doors to discuss one matter that has led to public protests
in Washington state - the Vatican's order that Seattle Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen
give some of his authority to a
Vatican-appointed auxiliary
bishop because of complaints
about Hunthausen's liberal
views.
A number of bishops are
known to be upset about the
Vatican's treatment of a fellow
Feelings seemed to be softened at least slightly by a letter
from the pope, read to the bishops yesterday by the papal representative to the United States,
Archbishop Pio Laghi.

Scientists refute dinosaur extinction theory

PHILADELPHIA (AP)-Scientists presented evidence during a national meeting that they
say refutes the popular theory
that dinosaurs were wiped out
when a giant asteroid hit the
Earth 65 million years ago.
"Our findings show the dinosaurs went out not with a bang,
but a wimper," simply fading
out of existence, said Robert
Sloan, a professor at the University of Minnesota.
Sloan and J. Keith Rigby Jr.
said they have found evidence in
southern China and Montana's
McCone County of dinosaurs
that lived up to 750,000 years
after the big asteroid crashed
into the Earth. They said the

evidence is more recent than
any other found.
The two presented their findings over the weekend at the
annual meeting of the Society of
Vertebrate Paleontology at the
Academy of Natural Sciences in
Philadelphia.
"The implications of our findings are monumental," said
Rigby, a professor at the University of Notre Dame. "At the
minimum, they show that an
asteroid did not cause the extinction of the dinosaurs."
THE PROFESSORS said they
believe the creatures gradually
died out for a number of reasons
over a 7 million-year period. The
scientists do not dispute the
claim that an asteroid hit the

Attention

planet, raising clouds of dust
that enveloped the Earth and
disrupted climate patterns. But
they dispute the claim that the
asteroid abruptly ended the dinosaur's 160 million-year reign
on Earth.
They said the Montana excavations showed that half the
plants in the region died off over
a 3 million-year period, drastically reducing the dinosaurs'
food supply. Also, changes in the
sea floor caused the global sea
level to drop 1.000 feet during the
same period, creating land
bridges. That caused more animals to migrate into the dinosaurs' habitat, increasing
competition for food, the two
said.

The Sea Shepherd Conservation Society, which earlier took
responsibility for the sinking of
two of Iceland's four whaling
ships before dawn Sunday, said
it had infiltrated Iceland's whaling industry in an effort to save
the whales.
Iceland said it would seek to
extradite any foreign saboteurs

Get hands-on experience in production work!
Student Publications will be interviewing for
Spring Semester before Thanksgiving Break.
Apply now through November 14, 1986, at
Student Employment, 460 Student Services.

CINCINNATI (AP)-The
Ohio attorney general expects to
find out Wednesday whether a
federal appeals court will delay
full-power operation for the
Perry Nuclear Power Plant
near Cleveland.
But a nuclear engineer says
some of the safety concerns
about the plant may be unfounded.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission Friday authorized its
staff to issue a full-power license
for Perry. State officials filed
suit that same day in the U.S. 6th
Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati, contending that an evacuation plan for the Perry area is
inadequate and raising concerns
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about the plant's safety.
Perry opponents cite a Jan. 31
earthquake near the plant and
an April 26 accident at the Chernobyl reactor in the Soviet Union
as concerns.
Tlie state's suit asked the
court to review a decision of the
NRC that kept the state from
intervening in the licensing
process. The state also asked
that the full-power operation of
the plant be stopped until the
safety issues are resolved.
The NRC and CEI filed SO
pages of documents yesterday
saying the NRC has already
approved the evacuation plan
and that the state's attempts to
intervene in the licensing are too
late. Both the NRC and the utility said they saw no reason to
delay full-power operation.
THE APPEALS judges have

Sromised a ruling Wednesday,
promised
obert Tennenbaum, spokesman for the Ohio Attorney General's Office, said yesterday.
The earthquake safety concerns were advanced by an antinuclear power group, Ohio Citizens for Responsible Energy,
after a quake shook the area in
January. The quake's center
was located about 10 miles from
theplant.
The NRC said its investigation
showed no major damage to the
plant.
Opponents of the plant also
cite the Chernobyl disaster as
cause for concern.
But Joel Weisman, a University of Cincinnati professor of
nuclear engineering, said yesterday it is highly unlikely that a
Chernobyl-tvne accident could
occur at a U.S. nuclear plant.

MARK'S
Buy One Extra-Large Pizza
Get The Same in Medium Size
FREE.
Eat In or Pick-Up - No Delivery
Call 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza
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SEA SHEPHERD leader Paul
Watson said in Vancouver, British Columbia, that members of
the organization infiltrated Iceland's whaling industry in August with instructions to act at a
time when there would be no
threat to human life.
Watson, a Canadian, said the
action was delayed because of
the U.S.-Soviet summit in Reykjavik last month. After that, at
the first opportunity, when they
found the ships unmanned, they
scuttled them," he said.
Joanna Forwell, a spokeswoman for Sea ShepherrJ, said in
Vancouver that the same saboteurs carried out both attacks
and then left Iceland.
Icelan

Court decision may delay full operation of Perry

H

Graphics Arts and VCT Majors

involved. The Sea Shepherds
operate primarily out of the
united States and Canada but
have followers in other countries.
No one was injured in the
forays early Sunday, but heavy
damage was done.
The Sea Shepherd Conservation Society has accused Iceland
of conducting illegal commercial whaling m the guise of scientific research. Although
Iceland abides by the International Whaling Commission's
decision to halt commercial
whaling until 1990, the North
Atlantic island permits the killing of 200 whales a year for
research.
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BG beats BSU; stays alive in MAC race
Falcons get big plays
to preserve win, 20-17
by Tom Reed
I editor

Bowling Green bead coach
Moe Ankney has a reason to be
proud. His team has won four
straight Mid-American Conference games.
Ankney might even have a
reason to brag, especially after
his team showed great character in beating Ball State in the
waning minutes of Saturday's
game.
Yet Ankney remained humble
moments after the 20-17 win.
Then he received some news
which finally made him blow bis
own horn for all to hear.
"I was driving down the road
in my car," Ankney said. "By
accident, I picked up the final
seconds of the Miami-Kent
game.
"I heard that Miami lost. I
was so happy, but I was alone.
So, I decided to start honking my
car horn all the way down Wooster Street to celebrate."
BG's win, coupled with Miami
University's defeat, puts the
Falcons, 5-5, in a three-way tie
for the MAC lead. If they can
beat arch-rival Toledo this
weekend, the Falcons can do no
worse than tie for the league
title. BG is 5-2 in the MAC.
There are numerous ways the
race could end (see box). In
fact, BG could return to the
California Bowl if it won at To-

Redskins
upset by
Flashes

ledo and Miami lost to Eastern
Michigan.
SOME ARE already pondering flights to Fresno. But Ankney said those plans would have
never gotten off the ground if the
Falcons' defense had not put
together a monumental effort
late in Saturday's game.
"We had some great defensive
plays at the end of that game,"
Ankney said. "Our defense has
given up its share of yardage,
but has come up with the bis
plays when we needed them to.
With BG leading 17-14 midway
through the fourth quarter, the
Cardinals engineered a drive to
the Falcons' two-yard line. But
BG's defense then stifled BSU on
three bids to reach the endzone.
The Cards settled for a 19-yard
field goal by Ail-American John
Diettrich to make it 17-17.
' "The goal-line stand was a key
turning point," BSU coach Paul
Schudel said. "We probably
would have had 21 points and
could've won the game."
Triggered by the defense's
performance, the Falcon offense
took the ensuing kickoff and
marched 77 yards. Jason Zeller's 21-yard field goal capped
the drive which gave BG a 20-17
lead with 4:28 remaining.
The series was even more
impressive, considering quarterback Rich Dackin completed
three passes into a stiff 20 mph
D See Gridden, page 7.

KENT (AP) - Freshman Pat
Young fired a 14-yard scoring
pass to Fermin Olivera with 25
seconds to go Saturday, completing an 86-yard drive that
gave Kent State a 24-23 victory
over Miami University and thwarted the Redskins' bid to
clinch the Mid-American Conference football championship.
The loss put Miami in a threeway tie with the Flashes and
Bowling Green, all at 5-2 in the
MAC, with one league game to
play.
KSU, 5-5 overall, was trailing
23-17 when it took a Miami punt
at its own 16-yard line with 3:11
to play.
Young drove the Flashes to
the winning score in 13 plays,
including a 33-yard pass to Olivera in third-and-14 from the
Kent 41.
The Flashes' freshman signalcaller earlier threw a 45-yard
touchdown pass to Derrick Nix,
and KSU also scored on Tony
Stephens' 37-yard interception
return.
Redskin quarterback Terry
Morris threw a pair of scoring
passes to Andy Schillinger, one
of 18 yards and the other of 54
yards, and Gary Gussman
kicked three field goals. Morris
finished 23-of-40 for 276 yards.
GEORGE SWARN, Miami's
senior running back, rushed for
110 yards on 29 carries, becoming only the third running back
in MAC history to gain 4,000 or
more yards in a career.

The wacky MAC
A win Saturday against the University of Toledo would guarantee the Falcons
at least a tie lor the Mid-American Conference title. If Kent State and Miami
lose, and BG wins, the Falcons will be making a return trip to the California
BowL
However, if only one of the teams wins Saturday, that team would go to the Cal
Bowl.
A Redskin win over Eastern Michigan would send them to the Cal Bowl. But if
the Falcons lose at the same time and Kent beats Western Michigan, the Flashes
would go to California.
If BG and KSU both win and Miami loses, the Falcons would be going.
A Kent loss and BG and MU victories would give the Redskins the right to play
the Pacific Coast Athletic Association champion. If the Falcons, KSU aiid the
Redskins all lose, it would mean a five-way tie for the MAC title with UT and
EMU. Kent would then go to the Cal Bowl.
If that happens and Ball State beats Central Michigan, there would be a siiway tie. If that were to happen. BG, Kent, and MU would all have 3-2 marks
against the tied teams. Miami would then go to the bowl.

Gridders triumph
was a real 'breeze*
by Ron Fritz
managing editor

"... the answer my friend is blowin' in the wind, theansweris
blowin'inthe wind ..."
-Bob Dylan
Bob Dylan has nothing on Moe Ankney. However, both looked to
the wind for answers.
The folk singer used it for solutions to '60s social problems. The
Falcons' first-year head coach used it as the basis for his strategy
Saturday.
"Every decision I made, either offensively, defensively, or in the
kicking game, was affected by the wind," Ankney said. "It was the
biggest factor in the game."
The wind was 20 mph out of the South.
• It's what caused Ankney to utilize one of his three time-outs to
force Ball State to punt into the wind in the first quarter.
• It also made Ankney decide to punt at the Cardinals' 29-yard line
instead of trying to kick a 46-yard field goal. BG punter Greg A.
Johnson promptly knocked the kick Out of bounds at the 5-yard line,
pinning BSU deep in its own territory.
• At the beginning of the third quarter, with the Falcons facing a
third-and-27 at their own 20-yard line, Ankney had quarterback Rich
Dackin quick kick. The punt traveled 60 yards with the wind behind
"I don't think we try that if the wind isn't at our back," Ankney
said. "But Rich hit it beautifully and it turned out great/'
• The game's deciding field
a See Big Wind, page 7.
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Bowling Green's Kyle Kramer leaps to intercept a pass intended for Ball State's Rickey George
late In Saturday's game. The theft sealed the 20-17 victory for the Falcons.

The Redskins fell to 7-3 overall.
In other MAC games, Toledo
topped Central Michigan 26-14
and Western Michigan bested
Ohio University 45-14. In nonconference action. Northern Illinois beat Eastern Michigan 2114.

Spikers take two contests
by Tom Skernlvitz
assistant sports editor

PERRYSBURG - Bowling
Green's volleyball team took
Kent State 'to school', Saturday
night - high school, that is.
Due to the Parent's Day concert in Anderson Arena, the Falcons were forced to host the
Flashes at Perrysburg High
School, located 10 miles north of
the University alongside 1-75.
BG taught KSU a stern lesson
while lambasting the Flashes in
three games.
The Falcons swept KSU 15-7,
15-10, 15-3 and, combined with
Friday's defeat of Ohio University, moved into third place in
the Mid-American Conference
with an 8-4 mark. BG is 22-7
overall.
The Falcons proved the "5th
Dimension" wasn't the only
group in perfect harmony on the
night. To the delight of over 100
delirious Yellow Jacket-turnedFalcon supporters, BG's perfor-

mance seemed dimensions
above the Flashes' caliber of
P

%
It was kind of neat how we
didn't play down to their level,"
sophomore Kelley Ellett said.
"We felt like we were on a
different skill level going into
the match. We all knew this was
going to be the easier part of the
schedule."
The crowd made it all the
more easier for the Falcons
against the ninth-place Flashes.
Generous applause followed
each BG kill, dig and block.
BG coach Denise Van De
Walle was so impressed with the
Perrysburg crowd's enthusiasm, more matches in PHS's
gymnasium may be scheduled
in the future.
"IT WAS a great place to
play," Van De Walle said.
They were a good crowd and
they were very supportive. I'm
thinking about playing at Perrysburg in the future. We're
definitely moving in that direc-

tion."

The Falcons were led by Ellen's six kills in nine errorless
attacks and Jo Lynn Williamson's six service aces.
Ellett's personal success
wasn't relegated to the KSU
match only, though.
In last week's three matches
against Akron, OU and KSU, the
X'lomore notched 21 kills in 38
cks with only one error for
an outstanding .526 hitting percentage.
She paced BG in its 15-10,15-5,
15-1 demolition of OU on Friday
with a .583 hitting percentage.
I.ynne Nibert's seven blocks
also helped finish the match in
less than an hour.
BG now has 13 three-game
sweeps in 29 matches this season, including two each against
the Bobcats and Flashes.
"Both teams gave us better
performances the first time we
K" yed them this season," Van
Walle said. "We were
stronger, in better shape and

just had better players tham OU
and Kent, both.'
The most promising sign of
the weekend was BG's ability to
drive the final nail through in its
victories.
In the last three matches, BG
has outscored its opponents in
the third and final games, 45-6.
Van De Walle said her squad
just takes a little time to warm
up its engines.
"IT SEEMINGLY takes us
time to get going, but once we
get going, we make very few
mistakes," Van De Walle said.
BG enters the final two weeks
of the season with nine wins in
its last 10 matches. Van De
Walle said her squad will have to
keep up its style of play if they
are gome to succeed in the last
six matches.
"We played very well and
made very few mistakes as a
whole," van De Walle said.
"This is the way we are supposed to be playing for this time
of the season. We need to be

leers on roll; sweep Bucks
Coach York gains 300 career victories Friday
by Matt Winkeljohn
sports reporter

Bowling GreensGreg Parks scores In Friday nights 5-2 win over Ohio State.

There's a DJ in Columbus with pretty good
timing.
Saturday night found the Bowling Green hockey
team singing in unison in the locker room after
completing a two-game sweep of Ohio State with a
4-2 win in Columbus. BG had defeated the Buck?res, 5-2, the night before to give Coach Jerry
ark his 300th career win.
The song itself might not have been significant,
but the key refrain fit the bill as about 15 BG leers
joined Mick Jaeger and the Rolling Stones in
singing, "It's allllTl riiiiight now!" The line is part
of the song Jumpin' Jade Flash.
York summed up the importance of the sweep.
"We held a very good offensive team to two
goals, two nights in a row. We're on a roll, nine
straight," he said.
That about sums it up. The BG defense did
indeed play center stage over the weekend as
goalie Gary Kruzich was picked as Bowling
Green's CCHA Playerof-the-Week.

Saturday, the BG defense allowed 24 OSU shots
to reach the goal where Kruzich made 22 saves
after making 25 the night before. More importantly, in the process of biockingl4 Buckeye shots,
OSU Coach Jerry Welsh said BG's defense did not
allow many close-range scoring opportunities.
"THEIR DEFENSE was strong all weekend.
We did not get many second chances. They clear
the puck out from in front of the net very well,"
Welsh said. "And Kruzich played well. That was
probably the best goal-tending we've seen all
year."
Nonetheless, Ohio State opened Saturday's scoring on one of the rare occasions Uiat the BG
defense was not in the right place at the right
time. The Buckeyes' Jeff Madill pounced on a
rebound about 12 feet in front of the net and gave
OSU a 1-0 lead 5:10 into the first period.
The power-play score came with Ohio State
owning a four-against-three advantage.
Just 2:01 later, Chad Arthur took a lead pass
from Nelson Emerson and fired a 25-foot wrist
shot over OSU goalie Roger Beedon's stick hand to
knot the score at one.
O See leers, page 6.
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Booters shut out in finale
by Matt Winkrljohn
sports reporter

When things go bad, they
really go bad.
Or so it went for the Bowling
Green soccer team at the end of
its recent 12-6-2 season.
After a six-game winning
streak pushed the Falcons to a
12-3-2 mark and the verge of a
berth in the NCAA tournament,
' BG was at a loss to win.
Or maybe they were winning
at losing.
Something.
How do you explain three
straight shutout losses to teams
that had trailed BG in the regional rankings all year?
"We just never got on our
game," said coach Gary Palmisano.
BG lost 2-0 at Miami Saturday
to finish the year in a tailspin.
Before losing their last three
games, the Falcons also played
poorly in beating Michigan State
four games ago.
The story here is not so much
what happened Saturday but
what happened over the last two
weeks. The answer to that big
Question is also the answer to
Saturday's little question in Oxford.

"We didn't play to our capabilities the end
of the season. We struggled more with
ourselves than with our opponents."
- Gary Palmisano, BG coach
"The last part of our schedule
was the toughest part. We had
four games in eight days,"
coach Gary Palmisano said.
"We didn't play to our capabilities the end of the season. We
struggled more with ourselves
than with our opponents."
The opponents were at least
partly responsible Saturday,
with 11:55 gone in the first period, Miami scored on a corner
kick that back Ron Haines
thought was going out of bounds.
Once the ball was by Haines, it
slipped past back Brian Cook to
give the Redskins an early lead.
Injuries have forced Palmisano to juggle his personnel.
Back Jon FeKon went down with
an ankle injury more than three
weeks ago ana midfielder Kevin
McGrath sufferd a knee injury
about a week later.
"Whether the injuries caught
up with us, or our style of play,
Idon't know," Palmisano said.
"As a coach I don't know the
answer. Maybe the players have
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the answer."
Now for a different perspective.
"When I look back on it I think
we were Just burned-out after
the Florida trip. We had two
very tough games down there,"
co-captian Gary Mexicotte said.
"We thought we'd coast by these
(the last four games) and get the
bid (to the NCAA). Everybody
began to rely on everbody else.
BG had good reason to get
excited about the game. Although they had no hope for an
NCAA bid, the Falcons would
have captured the first MidAmercian Cup if they had won at
Miami. The cup is not an official
affiliation of tie MAC, but the
teams that competed for it (Central Michigan, Eastern Michigan, Western Michigan, Miami
and Bowling Green) jparticipate
in the conference in other sports.
BG finished second with a 2-1-1
record in the cup standings
while Miami went 4-0.
Miami finished the season
with a 106-3 mark.
The Redskins made the score
2-0 with 17:38 left in the first half
when Falcon goalie Mickey
Loescher dropped a Jeremy
Clorfene shot and Evans Opot
punched in the loose ball.
Palmisano said Loescher's
miscue was a capsulized version
of BG's two different seasons.
"Mickey probably made that
play a 100 times this seasons. I
don't think we played poorly, we
!ust didn't find ways to win,"
■almisano said. "Earlier this
year we found ways to win even
when we weren't playing well."
Both goalies registered five
saves though BG outshot Miami
133.

The Rebuilding begins TOMORROW NIGHT!

FALCON
BASKETBALL

leers
D Continued from page 5.
The Falcons added a power-play
goal at the 13:07 mark. Right
wing Mark Lori made a nice
pass from behind the right goal
line, and Don Barber took the
cash to the bank with an 8-foot
shot to give BG a 2-1 advantage.
The Buckeyes evened the
score with 2 i 14 left in the period.
In the middle of a loose-puck
scramble in front of the BG goal,
Toledoan Scott Syrinepoked the
rubber nugget over Kruzich as
the netminder made a lunging
attempt at a glove save.
MOMENTS LATER, the game
continued to show every sign of
BG-OSU shoot-out like those in
years past. Defenseman Brian
McKee fed Paul Ysebaert with a
lead-pass that the junior center
turned into a breakaway goal
with 1:31 left in the period.
Unlike so many BG-OSU
games of yore, however, the
remaining two periods were defensive in nature. Kruzich finished the period with 13 saves
and Beedon, 9. The two teams
combined for 27 shots on target
in the first period, compared
with 47 for the entire game.
Center Brian Meharry said a

smaller rink made for a cluttered game.
"There were always people
getting in each other's way out
there, he said. "It was hard to
get any good offensive threats
going out there. The slot was
always cluttered."
Bowling Green's rink is about
20 feet longer and 8 feet wider
than Ohio State's.
Don Barber's second goal of
the evening, with 1:28 left in the
second period, closed the
game's scoring.
The second and third periods
included much more bumping
than the first. Several fights
broke out as the emotions of the
intra-state rivalry became increasingly evident.
Friday night, the big story
was York's 300th career win in
front of a school record crowd of
3,780.
THE FALCONS cruised to a 31 first period lead and never
looked back. Andy Gribble
started things off when he poked
the puck away from a Buckeye
at the BG blue line and went the
length of the ice to give BG a
shorthanded goal 1:14 into the
game.
York said number 300 was a

relief.

"It felt a little unusual this
week. We usually try to work
with the team ready to beat the
next opponent. But this milestone thing ...," York said. "I
wish my mother could have been
here. She was listening - she
called the press box (from Boston) about four times tonight."
York said the Falcon game
Silan revolved around constant
orechecking and pressure on
Ohio State. BG also played more
people than OSU, but Welsh said
endurance had little to do with
the weekend's results.
"I don't think that had anything to do with it. Their size
might have been a factor,"
Welsh said. "We couldn't do
anything in the third periods this
weekend. We played our best
hockey of the year, but we lost.
The opposition might have had
something to do with that"
BG allowed Ohio State only
five third-period shots on goal
Friday ana four Sunday.
Greg Parks added two goals
Friday and Meharry scored his
first goal of the season. Marc
Potvin also tallied a score. Ysebaert's eight-game goal-scoring
streak came to an end.

This holiday season,
get the'Write Stuff'
at the right price.

WINDSOR
8:00 - ANDERSON ARENA
General Public Admission - $2.°°
Student General Admission - $1.°°
All-Sports Pass Holders - Free!
Jin Umiwp's "BUILDING BETTER BASKETBALL"

PAttention:

Something New in Town

"Retail on Wheels

BG News/Alex Horvath
Bowling Green head coach Jerry York (right) receives a standing ovation after getting a plaque for his
300th win Friday night. University President Paul Olscamp (left) and Athletic Director Jack Gregory
join in the ceromonies.
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Tues., Wed., Thurs.

We will be delivering retail as well as wholesale orders.
Phone your produce, dairy, or Amish baked goods order in
during the morning and it will be delivered that afternoon!

Now you can get the competitive
edge when classes begin in January. With a
Macintosh™ personal computer, and all the
write extras.
We call it the Macintosh -Write Stuff
bundle. You'll call it a great deal! Because
when you buy a Macintosh "Write Stuff"
bundle before January 9,1987. you'll receive
a bundle of extras—and save $250.
Not only will you get your choice of a
Macintosh 512K Enhanced or a Macintosh
Plus, you'll also get an Image Writer™ II
printer, the perfect solution for producing
near letter-quality term papers or reports,
complete with graphs, charts, and
illustrations.
Plus, you'll get MacLightning,
the premier spelling checker containing an 80,000 word dictionary

thesaurus, medical or legal dictionaries.
Together with your favorite Macintosh word
processing software, you can transform
your notes into the clearest, most letter
perfect papers you ever turned out. And
turned in on time.
What's more, there's a Macintosh
Support Kit filled with valuable accessories
and computer care products from 3M.*
Complete with all the things you need to
keep your Macintosh running long after
you've graduated.
Let us show you how to get through
college better, faster, and smarter. Stop in
and see us for more information.

—FREE DELIVERY—
Great for the working women who don't have time to stop in
for that head of lettuce, loaf of bread or milk. Great for
senior citizens who don't want to come out in the cold.
We require a $5.00 minimum order

Bowling Green are* only.

354-1163
Call and ask about this week's specials.

Zelenak's JSS&
17708 N. Dixie HWY. Next To B.G. Beverage
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6 pm
Open year 'round

Please contact UCS Micro Computer Labs or Don at 2-7724 for
more information.
•<J0n Co* Wr *fflm 1*1 C im tffU Comfmltr Im VT^ «~"»r W* kfotrr rrfiMml lr*knm*i <i t/fi, Ibm/mlrr Mr
Mtcmlada4hm00m*i mImlrmtrtstfAfpl, OmfUrr /He mi**mna a<MM4 ij»T" Wjr/Ww IK
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Wright is wrong for BG
by Al Franco
sports reporter

The Wright SUte Raiders outscored the Bowling
Green's mens' swimming team 125 to 88 in a meet
held at Wright SUte, Saturday.
BG head swim coach Rich Draper characterized the meet by saying the team lost too many
close races early. By the time they could regroup,
it was too little and too late.
"We're trying to win the close races," Draper
said. "It's like being a brides' maid. We must win
the close races."
Despite the loss, there were some impressive
performances by BG swimmers
Greg Wolfe won the 1000-yard freestyle event,
finishing with a time of 10:06.55. He also placed
second in the 500-yard freestyle event.
Freshman Tom Soloman continued to impress
coach Draper. Soloman, who swam well in four
events at the Tom Stubbs Relays, placed a respectable third in the 100-yard freestyle against
WrightState.
IN THE diving events, Michael Poindexter was
a standout for BG. He placed second in both the
one and three meter dives.
The BG mens' team must win the close races if
they plan to win against Eastern Michigan University this Saturday. EMU has won the Mid

American Conference each of the last seven
years.
The BG womens' swim team was also on the
road Saturday. The Falcons traveled to Ann
Arbour to compete in a dual meet with the
University of Michigan and Oakland University.
The women defeated Oakland by the score of 126
to 86 but were beaten by Michigan, 137 to 80.
Coach Draper was impressed with his teams'
performance against Michigan which is a Big Ten
school.
"A fifty point margin isn't that big of a difference in swimming," Draper said. "Michigan has a
girl that is likely to win the 200-yard freestyle at
the NCAA Nationals."
Draper credited senior Paula Holmes and sophomore Andrea Szekely with having good swims.
"ANDREA HAD an all-around good meet for
this early in the season," Draper said. "Paula
cracked her seasons' best in the 1000-yard freestyle."
Other Impressive performers were Sheri Williams, Stacey lies, Angie Smith, and Kim Manning.
Falcon diver Mary Pfeiffer qualified to the
NCAA zone diving meet with a score of 246.40 in
the one meter diving competition. Pfeiffer also
placed in the third in the three meter dive.

BG News/Rob Upton
The Falcons' Ronald Heard catches a 40-yard touchdown pass from Rich Dackin in the third quarter.

Gridders

Big Wind
D Continued from page 5.
5ML a 23-yarder by sophomore
ason Zeller with 4:28 left in the
fourth quarter, was hit into the
wind.
The week before, Zeller had
missed a similar field goal. He
said you have to kick with the
wind.
"It's such a big part of the
game, that you have to play the
wind," he said. "This was the
worst wind I've seen here."
Besides making the coach
wary, above everything else, it
made the football do funny
things.
Against Northern Illinois,
Dackin underthrew several of
his receivers badly, but the
passes that fell short were always toward the west side of the
field. He said he learned a lesson
in that game.
"At the beginning of this
game, it bothered me, but I got
used to it," Dackin said. "After
last week, I learned to go with
the wind. Last week, a couple
passes just dropped."
Falcon punter Greg A. John-

son, who had been kicking into
the Doyt Perry Field wind for
three years, said the wind killed
his punts.
"It was the strongest wind
I've kicked into in a game situation." Johnson said. "The ball
SDt hung up in that wind and just
led. The wind pushed the ball
towards the ground."
Despite punting five-of-seven
times into the wind, Johnson
responded with a 37.2 yard punt
average for the game. He said it
doesn t matter how many times
you practice in the BG wind every time is different.
"You can never get used to
it," the senior said. "I might
practice in it more than any of
the visiting punters, but you
can't get used to it."
Johnson said the key to
punting into the wind is holding
the drop of the ball a little longer
to insure that you don't miss the
football.
Cardinal placekicker and
punter John Diettrich said you
must make sure of your drop,
but you also have to kick the ball
lower and try not to hang it into

the wind.
Diettrich, who punted six
times, averaged 31.7 yards a
kick for the day. The Ail-American placekicker also made a 19yard field goal.
"I kicked into this wind two
years ago, but today's was
worse," Diettrich said. "Something I still have to learn about is
holding onto the ball longer. But
Sou can't think about it; you
ave to think about it as another
kick."
A kick that would not have
been just another kick for Diettrich could have been a potential game-tying field goal.
However, the Cardinals were
unable to stop the clock in time
to get Diettrich on the field for
the 67-yarder.
"If we would have gotten the
first down or were able to stop
the clock, I would have had John
try the field goal," BSU head
coach Paul Schudel said. "The
wind played a big part for both
teams, but it didn't work to
either team's advantage. It's
just another part of the game,
ust like injuries."
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LUNCH SPECIALS!! 7 DAYS A WEEK!!
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Tuesday, November 11

Veteran's Day

Don't laugh. Last week he
broke the MAC record with a 62yard field goal. And with the
strong wind Saturday, BSU had
a good shot at tying the game.

BG then took 10 plays before
tailback Jeff Davis scored on a
yard run to give BG a 7-0 lead.
The Falcons widened their
lead to 10-0 on Zeller's 34-yard
field goal. BG led 10-7 at half.
BG gained the lead in the third
Bmod when Dackin hit Ronald
eard with a 40-yard TO pass.

"I was hoping for the chance,"
Diettrich said. "I was kicking
70-yarders in pregame ... I
think I would've made the 67yard field goal."
Diettrich had it in his head
that he would have made the

HAULUIU1M1IED
Hair Care &

field goal. But Schudel would
have probably liked to kick Di-

Tanning Center
143 W. Wooster
353-3281
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TEST MiMMTION SffOAUSTS SMCC 10M

Call Days Eves A Weekends
CLASSES FOR 4/27/87 EXAM
BEGIN TUES. II 18
CALL 536-3701
SSSOSscorRo**

Ottar fmt wH» rklt M- Hn 11 /u
Mon.iTiiH.lt

IM'nll

Sat e-4

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.
Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer We offer great
starting pay, medical care. 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you Coll
SSgtMarkAntram
at (419) 354-3133 collect
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Tuesday Special

TOLEDO
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ettrich someplace else after his
first-quarter punt was blocked
by Dean Bryson at the 34-yard
line.

• ■■a u««

University Bookstore

ClUB

worked the ball to midfield, but
without any timeouts, was unable to get Diettrich on the field
to try a 66-yard attempt.
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352-8391
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ceiver was wide open and he
(Kramer) came a long way."
The Cards mounted a final
assault in the last minute. BSU

HRST EDITION HAIR DESIGN AND TANNING ST'JDI0
...YOUR B0WUNG GREEN STYLING ALTERNATIVE
■TV -

109 N. Main

G Continued from page 5.
wind at blustery Perry Field.
Saturday, the freshman quarterback atoned for his difficulties last week in the 16-8 loss to
Northern Illinois.
"I learned my lesson about
the wind last week here," he
said. "Against NIU some of my
passes died in the wind. Today
that didn't happen."
But my receivers helped by
making good catches."
The best grab of the day
wasn't made by a receiver,
though. That honor went to Falcon safety Kyle Kramer.
From BG's 42 yard line, Cards
quarterback David Riley fired a
pass across the middle intended
for receiver Rickey George. At
the last second, Kramer Bolted
in front of George and intercepted the pass.
'"Their kid (Kramer) made an
absolutely sensational interception," Schudel said. "Our re

Stirrup Pants
"

1/> P"ce

NOV. 21-23
in the Allegheny
National Forest,
Pennsylvania
Cost: $15.00
includes transportation
and camping fee
Sign-up in the UAO office,
3rd floor, University Union

with purchase of any
sweater or knit top.
SHOWTIME AND ADMISSIONS:
WEDNESDAY * THURSDAY -9:00 f 13.00
FRIDAY — 8:00 • 10:30 / $5.00
SATURDAY — 8:00 i 10:30186.00

WEDNESDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT
ADMIT TWO FOR ONE*
•with this Ad
* .
*mAMMT\«.itov.iii.t mmum •
*
cMiwwmiirjewjtmikMHni
Mia HtaSwflown. Brvd (Jutt W»«t of R»yn<*J»>.

Tues. only

525 Ridge
Open Tues. till 9 p.m.

Classifieds
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Scheduling On-Cemput
Th« Aral day o* «gn-upe for tnfrvttwi during
tM parted of ftov«mb*r 24 (hrough D*c«mt>»t
5, l9Bfl«flb«haklonW«dnMd*y. NoVMlW
12 at 4 PM in tha North Eaat Commona Al
raglaawm muat hava a Ftrai Choica tntarvlaw
Card m ordar to parHctpala In tha flret day of
stgnupa. Altar lha (tret day atudanls and
atownl aa may atgrvup for inlarvlaw from 6 AM
to 6 PM at Unbanffy Plaoamant Samcaa. 300
Stodant Sarvtoaa Buldjng
A Cradanttal Form muat ba aubmmad tor aacn
MarM*a» scnadutad at tna Hma of Mgn-up.
«tor any raaaon you cannot kaap your appoint
men*, ptaaaa cal ma Untvarslty Ptaoamartt Sarvtcaa OnVa no lalar than S AM one work day
bafora your achadutad intarviaw
Tha
tataphoni numbar a 372 2366 Falura to do
ao wfl ba oonatdarad Inautflciant Noftca Two
naumctant noooea w* ba conatdarad a "no■how" and raault m loriartura of signup
pfMtooaa lor tha naxt racruttlng parted
No Show Policy
Faluns to appear for a acnadulad mtarvtaw wH
result in immediate suspension of your aign-up
prtvaeges for the ne*t racmmng panod You a/a
raqurad to sand a toner of apology to tha
employe' and file a copy of thie letter with the
University Placement Services Any student
who twice teas to honor his her interview com
moments wil be denied interviewing privileges
tor the remainder of the academic year
*• "NOTICE" "
SpoHgnt Presentations offer valuable information about career paths, detailed position
eeponsfcitties and organizational phaoaophy
Al student schedukng interviews are strongly
encouraged to attend appropriate spotlghts
SpoHgnt Presentations are usuaty held in tha
University Placement Services recruiter lounge
at 7 PM To enter tha Student Services Budding
In tha eyeing, please use the patio entrance

There are Important services available to you at
the University Placement Services Please note
that not al organizations and companies regularfy recruit on coaege campuses The tot below
generafy reflects the high demand areas in the
world ot wort* Don't become discouraged if
your career ftoK)« not requested To assist you
In conducting an assertive fob search. University Placement Services provides career and
placement counseling, credential services. Job
eh workshops, professional development
seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon Network Our excellent Career Resource Library
offers you career and employer information and
current job vacancies in ALL career holds
Placement counselors directly reter registered
students to employers m their desired career
fields Insure your access to these services by
registering with Unrversrty Placement Services
in your final year at Bowing Green State Unrversrty
Monday, November 24
Ctorol. inc
Defense Contract Audit Agency
Kemper Corporation
Mazda Motor Company
Software Altemattvea. toe
U S Army Information table.
Unrversrfy Hal. 6 AM to Noon
Tuesday, November 25
Cleveland Pubhc Schools
Limited Dtttnoution Services
The Progressive Corporation
Tuesday. December 2
Amoco Research Center
Ubbey-Owens-Ford Company
Ohio Bel Telephone Company
Wednesday, December 3
Ford Motor Company
Ohio Bod Telephone Company
Ohio Casualty insurance Co
Uarco Inc
Thursday, December 4
Ford Motor Company
Friday, December 5
Uy Research Laboratories
A Dtv ot Efc L*y and Company,
information Sessions. Placement Services
10 30 to 11 30 AM. and 1 30 to 2 30 PM

ATTENTION ALL ELEMENTARY AND
1ECONOABY MATH MAJOM
THE BOCTM WILL BE HAVING A POOL PARTY
« THE CLUB POOL AT THE REC CENTER ON
NOVEMBER 11. FROM 6-10 PM ADMISSION
IS FREE TO ALL MEMBERS ANO STUDENT
QUEST (S> PICTURES FOR THE KEY YEARBOOK WMX BE TAKEN AT 7.30 PM
(BATHNQ SUIT NEED NOT BE WORN') IN
FRONT OF THE CLUB POOL FOR MORE WFO CALL JENNIFER AT 363-1313 SEE YA
THERE!
BG News meeting for volunteers--writers and
photographers--every Sunday. 8 pm, 210
Wast Hsl For further Information cal
372 2603
FOUND 1 Metal * white cal. approjumstehTl"
year oU, found Wednesday. Nov 5 on campus,
near Hxary Very affectionate It any question*.
or tor more Information, caf Kim at 362-8913
or Ntok at 372-6091

VOTE

WARM UP ON THE EXPRESS
Bus Schedules Avseabto M toe
Union feitormaston Dawk
Charters Also A aSSf ll 362-2497

NEEDED: A RsDE TO WESTERN MICHIGAN
OR KALAMAZOO AREA FRIDAY NOV. 14IH
W!L HELP WITH GAS MONEY CALL DOUG
364-8600
Fade rJespsralety needed to Columbus' I can
leave anytime on Fit.. Nov 14. I w- give you
S10 tor gee' PLEASE CALL USA, 372-4438

SERVICES OFFERED

Friends ol the Deaf Community
Masting Wednesday. November 12
9 00 p.m.. Proul 2nd floor lounge
Quart Speaker Mt*a Barry
Abortion
Caring and Confidential
Center tor Choree
ToMo
419-256-7769

WIIRNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
MeeangNov 11that730pm «212McFal
Center. Assembly Room Speaker Mr Warren
Was of Dana Corporation. Vice Prestoant ol ■>
temetionai Finance
"Ths World's Business
Is Our Business"
IPCOCLUB
Organizational Meeting
Wednesday. 8 00, Mosstoy 200
Al IPCO Majors Welcome1
Members ol Fashion Merchandising
Assoclelton
MEET1NQ: November 12. 8 00 pm. McFsl
Csntsr 2nd floor
Quest Speaker Donna DeLuca, a sales
representative from Bonne Bsi
Join ua for an exerting took at Bonne Bel, toe
Non Traditions! Student Association
sponsors JOANN KROLL
Speaking on
Job Opportunities lor the Non-Traditional Student'" st 5 15 p m today In the Student Union.
Tstt Room
SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEMBER
20, 1986 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY NOVEMBER 16. 1986 PLEASE
PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE ART COUNTER
IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY
PHONING 372-2861 IF YOUR ORDER IS
PHONED IN PLEASE KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE

FYegnanfy Concama? Fraa
Pragnancy Taat. ootecfrve Information
Houra Monday. Thuraday, '0-7
Tuaaday. Wadnaaday. 10-4
Saturday 10-1 Cat Now

354-4873

ua tall cleen-up * light hauling.
372-4315. Ful apactrum landscaping dona
Shrubs plented-treea removad.
Pragnant? Concerns? Fraa pragnancy taat. obttctlv* information. By appointment or wait-In
Cal now. 354 HOPE
TYPING SERVICES lor al typaa ol papara
ncturjng daaartattona on Xerox Mamory Writer
352-3987 from Sam to 9 p m

SKATING SKATING SKATING
SKATING
UNIVERSITY SKATING CLUB SESSION
TONIGHT 8-10PM AT THE ICE ARENA NEW
MEMBERS ARE WELCOME*
Theta Chi Voaevbal Toumamsnt
Happy Hours
November uth, 4-8 pm
Howard*
Band Loved By Mesons
WIOTFM 104
Tom Turkey says...
Vote for your favorite turkey teacher thai week
In the BA foyer and help the American Kidney
Foundation

LOST & FOUND
FOUND GOLD BRACELET AT MARKS ON
THURSDAY NIGHT 11 -8 CALL AND GIVE
DESCRIPTION 354-0909
Loat a roaa Eaatpak backpack In University
Bookstore Tuaa . 11-4 al 3.30 Contents ot
great personal value Please cal 354-0104. no
Questions asked
LOST WHITE KITTEN
With gray spots on back and noae. grey eors
and tea. 3 months old Loat near Field Manor
Apia Reward Call 35 3-450J

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION"
General Meeting
Plua - 50-50
November 11 7 30. BA 112

tommwma
ran
MM

TO WSURE THAT YOUR STUDENT FEE
MONEY IS RESPONSIBLY ALLOCATED
VOTE JOHN NEHRENZ
BETAS
ARE YOU READY FOR THE DELTA ZETA-TMETA CM VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT?
YOUR COACHES ARE PSYCHED AND READY
TO SEE YOU TAKE THE CHAMPlONSMiPi
HAVE A SUPER WEEK ANO GET READY FOR
THE WEEKEND1
DZ LOVE-YOUR COACHES
MARYBOSE ANO LAURIE
Big Juts
Tha door decorations war* great They made
my day1 I couldn't hava a Batter Big. You're Via
Beatin
LIU
Your Unto. Jodl
PS l wondered whoee wNM shoes thoee
ware on the other aide of the door.
Bonlour Sue. Kafh. Chrteey. Amy B.
I mtee you guys beauooupl
Much TTKE Weaver
DAN.
HOPE YOU HAD A GREAT TIME AT THE DZ
DATE PARTYI GLAD YOU CAME WITH MEI I
HOPE TO DO IT SOME TIME AGAIN'
LOVE. SHEILA
OEM * KATHT
Watch out man ol BGSU' Theee two are on Via prowl.
Delta Zeta-Thela Chi
VotaybM Tournament
November 15. 1986

SKATING

LOST. To lha person who stole my green Cat
Bowl bag at the Rec on Wad. Kaap the domes,
lust return my waaat and keys to front desk at
the Rec No questions asked*

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

BG Newt/November 11,1M6 8

Dt-ANNE Elan BeJogh.
la If DUCK SEASON already? War* M meeting
at the DUMPING GROUNDS to cetoorale your
21 st birthday Mdxgen State says Shalom 2
h 1 day? WHOA! You're ao pratfy and ao
popular and everyone levee you EhhhhH Happy 21atl
Love.
Mary, Use and Jan

PERSONALS

GROOVY RECORDS
425 E WOOSTER IBEHINO DAIRY MART)
MON SAT 11-4

••COED SAUNAS FOR RENT"

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GAMMA PHI BETA
...
11 2 years strong
"Founded on a rock1'

Now that I hava your attention
VOTE CHRIS HELMICK
to ACQfA

HOCKEY NKJHT m SOWLINO OREEN
LASATT'S HAT THICK SPECIALS
BEFORE DURING-AFTER EVERY FALCON
GAME
POUVEYES PIZZA-440 E COLWIT-U24MU

Tomorrow No. 12, Union «-5

-FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION'
General Msejng
Ptaa- 5O50
Novambar 11, 7:30. BA 112
•MONMOUTH, ILLINOIS'
PI Bats PhiFounded 1887
Kappa Kappa Gamma- Founded 1870
BGSU Monmoufh Duo~Foundad Dae 8. 1988
"Tha Tradition Begins
Alpha Ova. AnD and Brew
Win No. 3. we re on our way
The championehip la doaor everyday
Wa oouMn't have dona n without the Prke*
Lafa go. Alpha Chis. gat paychad'!
Alpha Da«s Bring your lavortte mug. hat. cuddly animal and wear your letters1
-RETREATNov 15-18. 1988
U A PEER CONSULTANT
Aprjacaoone ate a alahls In THE WELL |220
Health Canter). 11:00-4:00 pm Monday
through Thuraday APPLICATIONS ARE DUE
BY 4:00 P.M., NOV. 17, ISM.

RIDES

BE IMMORTALIZED
IN THE 1SS7 KEY
SENIOR PORTRAITS
ARE NOW. CALL 372-SOM
FOR APPOINTMENT

HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT SOCIETY PROUOLY WELCOMES JAMES TALIAR-V1CE
PRESIDENT OF OPERATION ANO GENERAL
MANAGER OF THE HOLOENDEN HOUSE
ANO BONO COURT HOTEL W CLEVELAND
ALL ARE WELCOME TO HEAR THIS DYNAMIC
SPEAKER THE MEETING WILL BE HELD
WENOESOAY, NOV 12 AT 8:30 W ROOM
112. UFE SCIENCE BUILDING
HPER Breckenndge. Colorado SKI Trip
Info Meeting. Thura . 8:00 p.m.
202 Memorial Hal
IMMORTALIZE YOURSELF
IN THE 1M7 KEY YEARBOOK
SENIOR SECTION. CALL 17240M
FOR APPOINTMENT
TIME IS RUNNING OUT.
Foreman
Your Big la watching you'
Your "Exerted" Alpha XI Big!
KEY SENrOR PORTRAITS
ARE BEING SHOT NOWI
CALL 372-eOee SCTOWE
TIME RUNS OUT ANO
YOU'LL IE LEFT OUT
King 141
Thanaa for a great rajfchtftf aeeaon. You
guys are terrific. Juet ramembf one tMngnever stop acoplngllt Tnanks again Megan,
Alicia, AUce. and Missy.
Love 'ye.
Metafile
KYLEMARRERO
Tha haa been the beet 7 monthe of my Hal
Al my love.

For FACULTY and STAFF MEMBERS

Learn how the new
Tax Act affects your
Tax-Deferred Annuities.
Gretchen Walz, from TIAA-CREF, will be on campus
to discuss the impact of the new tax act.
LEARN..
■ Does tax deferral still work for you?
Are there new maximums?
■ What are the implications for your
retirement and supplemental savings9
■ How about IRAs?
Are TIAA-CREF Supplemental Retirement
Annuities affected9
WHEN Thursday, November 13
WHERE

105 Hayes Hall

TIMES General Meetings at 5:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Individual Consultations on your annuities
available from 400 p.m. to 7:30 pm
TIAA-CREF Is a nonprofit organization which
has been serving the educational community
since 1918.
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association
College Retirement Equities Fund
730 Third Avenue New York. NY 10017

Trwre
emenaa ■ la»a >i the Cleveland
area leaai or weal suburbs). Loraln county area
or ma FVelanda Coaege eree kxxjxe xi Room
318 Education Butang. or aa* O Mary Lurxi
at Student Teacher agn up Day. 11-18-88x1
the Union

ADVERlTStNG SALES REPRESENTATIVES
"aided tor The ObMrSan. campue rrxnonty
naeaiaiiai Gam vatuaBM eato* axerttnea stet
•arntng commWaxjn and aupporttig the
newapsper Contact AoVarttoxig Manager. Stu
darn Pubftaaton*. 214 waat HM. 8 am-6
pm. Mon-Frt, 372-2606

—OW PORTRAITS
MaasTDUUNOW
LAST FULL SESSION
TIM YEAR
■ IMeeORTAUZED
«THE 1M7KEY
CAU.I7S4NM

Fun loving, outgoing, and energetic peoptt
J B m bartender end weWi
Al *ga* aooaptad Ftoafbto echedueng for carpoola Pwjeee apply xi paraon to Denrv*. lues
day thru Sunday after 8 p m at The Fun Pace
to Work. Button's. Rt 25 N . Panyaburg.

I PORTRAITS
SAY IT ALL TO
FAMKy ANO FPJENOS.
LAST FULL SESSION NOW
CAU. S714WM FOR AF1>Or»ITeaBiT
Stop array) you're doing
snd eaten here
cut I have aome newa
ABUhdayOwer
HAPPY MRTHOAY
USA WAITERS
I Lava Ya, Kethy
The areehers of Sigma Phi EpaHon would Hka
10 thank TIM PETERSON tor his work on tha
ISM HaaMll Houee end congrateurle Mm
an beMg Brather ol the Weekl
The Brothers of SAE wtah to nnngreajaHa Bob
Ruppel end Mary Arm Stars* on their Pxwng
PNAbha.
The Brothers
Tr»tt(»iVoleytjMTourr»xrwrt
Happy Houra
November 14th, 4-8 p.m.
Howards
Band: Loved by MeVie
WIOTFM 104
T* klf Ira vCyadPo
Happy 2ist oxthday' Hope Ma a your beat
year yet. and I hope to Ba e tag part of II
Love, Your Mue eyed Banker
TOUR THE WORLD OF BEERSI
POU.YEYES-440 E COURT-J52-M3I
70 MPORTEO BEERS ON SPECIAL WEDNESDAY ANO SATURDAY 5-1

NANNIES NEEDED
■ you enfoy otaYJran and want to relocate to ex
o*Jng NY or Com we hava many wonderful
carefuiy acreanad laixlaa from wtxch to
chooae. Good Mary, tree room $ Board, travel
expense* paid Story anytime 9-12 months
stay No tea* CM our scanaed agancy tor
NANNY CARE, INC
203-3279033
Physical Therapy AxJe-muat Be aBa to work
Between g am. and 2 pm Mon.-Fri. CM
Wood County Nursing Home, 8-4:30 Phone
3634411
RN'a and LPN'a
Are you ai acllv* ready to step Beck Xrlo nursxrg? Start over In a caring anvxrjnmant Wood
County Nunung Horn* needs e tut-iime LPN
and pan-lma RN CM 1 353-8411 Between
Sam -4:30pm

FOR SALE
1971 CHEVY MAUBU A C . AM-FM. POWER
STEERttG. SNOW TIRES GOOD WORKING
CAR $200 OR BEST OFFER CALL
353-3428
1977 Plymouth Volare Automatic
faaaafle atarao. power sie*rxvj $ breaks,
good on gas. great tor winter traneportatxjn
$150 or Beat otter CM 354-7575
1*90 Champ. Rune weM. high mileage, clean
good rubbsr. AM-FM atarao radio. Itoo firm

SUTIW.
FOR SALE Seers DP Gvm Pack $250 brand
new, $200 or beet otter 823-3037 after 6 00
FOR SALE Dorm sue refrigerators for $50
Good condition CM 352-3408.

Tracy B*m*rdHey you gorgeous Pm Mu. rhenks lor lakxvj un
■ M hours ol the night with ma You realy know
how to make ttvngs took Better Who could ask
tor a Better friend? Thanka Agakil
ILov* You.
PamM

a It True You Can Buy Jeeps tor $44 through
01* U.S. government? Gat tha lacts today' CM
1-312-742-1142 Ext 1794

Typing and Word Procaeexig Sarvioa* and
neaumee Thaea and rjtaaerfatlona A to Z Data■across from Uhxnen'a. 352 5042

■txaR* rnooam. Xlterfac* card, caoiee and soft
war*. Everyttvng needed for tatacommurvcaaon* on me Apple Computar Original coat
$600. arl sel tor $275 or Beat otter CM
372-5129 or 372-4076. aak lor Bob

U T IFC PANHEL
PRESENTS
ALL CAMPUS MXER
SATURDAY. NOV 15
STUDENT UNION AUDITORIUM
9:00 P.M. UNTIL THE FUN ENDS
BEER S POP FURNISHED
U.T IFC-PANHEL
PRESENTS
1ST ANNUAL AU. GREEK TAILGATE
(SCOREBOARD PARKP4Q LOT)
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 15
2 30-4.30 P.M.
MUST WEAR GREEK LETTERS OR PLEDGE
PMS
BEER 1 POP PROVIDED
VOTE
JOHN NEHRENZ FOR THE
Advisory Committee on
General Fee locations
$300,000 ol your lee money a
given to student orgemzahona
Inaure that rl a responstjry sloceted
VOTE JOHN NEHRENZ
Witter Coats s Jackets
20H--40* OFF
Jeer* N Thxvjs-531 Ridge
Open tonfl* tl 8 pm
Year round student representetives na*d*d to
work lor (2) national group travel corranraa.
Earn S'a and free tripe -Year Round. Next trips
■Mam. Ft LaudardeH. Daytora Beech CM:
1 800-654-6933 Thl* could be a member ol
your school atari
"It Mat doaan't matter''
We're on our way up! -PATA

MOVING- MUST SELL Blue-grean paid sleeper
aofa. wM conaaucted. double bad sire. $50
RCA Console Stereo, exoeeent condition $50
CM 372-7081 Between 8 am -6 pm or
886-3421 after 6 pm

Portable tanning bad lor home use
1-293-3744 McComO. ONO

CM

FOR RENT
I need to luttliaai my 1 -bedroom apartment xi
Vaag* Green lor Spring Semester It xiterested
CM Uaa al 35341867
Need larrato to ahere houaa Need male to
share apartment Four month tease for 2nd
CM 362-7365
SUBLEASE 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT
FOR SPRING 87 SPACIOUS BEDROOMS.
WITH BALCONY. CALL 364-8103
Subtaaee 2 Bedroom ■ 2 bathroom lurrWhed
apartment tor Spring 87 $370 mo. -uU. 841
Eighth No 7 CM 362-6620
l Spring 87. One B*droom lumahed
apartment $270 -mo all uUWtlet Included
Ctoa* to Bua atop and grooary Aak tor Ann or
Wondy. 352-4371.
al Large one Bedroom unlurnahefl
apartrnent Tenant pay* etoctnc only Pool! Cal
Mke or Beth 352-0292

COOP CORNER
Graduate students with strong reeearch and
report writing alula, knowledge ol SAS and ax<
parlance on IBM PC a needed to work xi
marketing department (or torge xisuranca nrm

Student Loene"
No co-signer, no credit app
CM Stan (614) 475-6800

Junkx or Senior C S rrator with 3 2 GPA needed to do mexrtenence programmxvj lor local
company $350-w*ek to start' ExoaSarrt
opportunity'

WANTED

Ctaveland aree parka needs Sophomores or
Juniors xilerested xi outdoor education or en
vxorxnental atudiaa who work wM with peopl*
Perfect starting pace

KM*/
Chis
You guys are greet! I realy enjoyed the tuck »v
eapecaay me story Come v*M irryftme
Love.

L.M
LAST FULL SESSION
FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS.
IMPRESS YOUR FAMLY
ANO FRIENDS WHILE
IMMORTALIZING YOURSELF
IN THE 1M7 SENIOR
SECTION. CALL J72-WMI
NOW. DON'T BE LEFT OUT.

iMMtl
Now the hunt o over and done,
We're aura to have lofa of km.
You are vary special to mo,
A batter BIG there could never be
Love, your Me. Jan
LOST WHITE KITTEN
With gray spots on oar* and noae. grey ears
and Ml. 3-montha ok), loat near Field Manor
Apta.REWARO CALL 39S-S8M

1 lamaai to lublaaai houaa tor aaprlng
■arneWar Chaepl CM Dana 362-6942
1 FEMALE TO SHARE APARTMENT WITH 3
OTHERS SPRING SEMESTER $115-MONTH
« ELECTRIC 353-1030
1 tomato to tuBlsaat apartment lor Spring
eemeetar. Ctoea to campus $115 month 4
etecarfc CM Kety -363-3724
1 lameta (o subkna* apartrrvanl Sortng 87
RocMadg* Apta CM Sharon. 363-9206
1 tomato to sublaaaa apartment lor Spring
Semoater CorvactlJa* 354-8181
l Maw roommate to sucleaae apt with 3 males
tor Srlng 87 S112.60 par month Phone
353 3020 tor c
1 mara to lubNaat UnrveraHy VSage apartrnent
tot Sprxvj '67 CM Scott at 353-5707
1 rxin-amoalng mara roommate to lublaaai a
on* bedroom apartment on Third St tor spring
serrvaatar CM Jeff el 353-2548
1 lumiaiajto wantad for aprtng **nvaator. Vary
do*, to campus CM 363-5202

MEDICAL t VETERINARy SCHOOLS. MEXICO
I PHKLrPINES Advanced aMaMlsatJOW lor
PhD. DOS. DVM. DPM degrees and traratrr
Btudents Al schoois comply with new reguteeona and requrements Al Engaah programs
Uve tl U.S.A. Loan prwaerjee PROVEN STUDENT SERVICE. NC P.O. BXX 406. INWOOO
STA. NEW YORK. NY. 10034. (212)
601-1888
Ohio Kappa ol SAE enenda a battled conrjnMuWkm to Jamie Lewie and Keel Hunter on
the* Paining.
Pta Alpha
OPUS
I'm gM your week lor being a p- la over'
Hope next week lan't aa bad. Thanka lor getting
me bombed at happy houra. al the updetea on
"DAYS", and tor Pmoccrvo (even though ■
waa your tvet time. « waa aa lun'ILuv.
AMI
PS 8 morrtha urrM our Baby Penguin ArrtvealM
Onral TrepM vrvlted St Paul! Girl over to aae
hie Mnniehsad But when Samuel SmHh
showed up thrga got Grloley. Then Sasnl
Leonard ressaaad net Bulldog to attack the
Kaleer'i No-da. WoK ao Shftba C stepped m
Finely, a Spartan flaw In on lha wings ol a
aWftan Eaata and defcered a Peter leer. OM
Pscuswr Beer Stones tiom
FOUTfrn PIZZA 4*1 E COURT
70 IMPORT SEERS
FREE DELIVERY M2-MM

Jr orSr Chaffaatry iTxaor a needed to work tor
rnajjor environmental agency in greater
Cleveland Must be tamaar with computar data
xcquajfkxi and data management Don't wMI
Etyrta. Ot»o tva*lth Ixm a looking tor *ccountxvg
aturtorrta who need to gaxi work experience
before nay graduate Mull o* Jr or Si with
2 7 GPA and salt motivated Knowledge ol PC
and Lotus helpful Two poanona a' Merita'
Toledo area graphica firm a looking lor a Jr or
St. art rrator apariatang <i dealgn. photography
and autao-vaial methods Thai a a parfoct
prac* to gaxi work experience Stop what
your* doing and cal'
National corporation a looking tor talented Jour
neeem. or PR student with creative writing
axJta to work with ma* Human Resource
Management department Students wd work
doeefy with employeee. news rneoa. community toadera and other organisation* TN* a an
outatandxig opportunity1

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER LOCATED ON 4TH STREET
$820 SEMESTER CALL MANN LYNN AT
352-0783

Th* CM go** out to M Jr. or Sr MIS. Acet,
Mktg . or Fxiance majors with 3 0 GPA to work
for targa national financial institution in
Ctovetand. Ohio Student muat have strong accounang akS*. and knowledge ol Lotua would
Mlxatolul

Looking for on* tomato roowMa to afar* raO*
2'bedroom apartment on I Hi), Street Depoait
araady paid. CM 363-3618.

IF YOU AM LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCE,
CAU 372-2451 Wa can h*tpl

Male roommate needed Immediately lor two
bedroom apartment Low rent paj* cabas and
HBO! CM Stove al 363-2066.
OPEN-MINDED FEMALE TO SHARE 2
BEDROOM, FURNtSHED APARTMENT AIR
CCNTJtTIONeNG. GAS HEAT. CABLE TV RENT
NEGOTIABLE CALL HaCHARD EVENP4QS AT
354-9700
Spring
room, nonsmoKxvj. S136--monti, M utMtae.
phone and cable included 352-8181
Wantad: 2 torrata non-emokxig roommaaaa tor
Spring iimilir lo tve xi two atory house
$383 tor aamaator 1 utaoea' CM 353-0661
WANTED: FEMALE TO SUBLET A MCE. LIKE
HOME APARTMENT FOR SPRING
SEMESTER F INTERESTED, CALL 363-4217

HELP WANTED
Homeworkera wanted now! Top Fay! Work at
Home No enpertenoe needed CM Cottage tn
duMrtte 405-360-4062 day or avarang

PreoantaBon "How to find your own co-op or!
xitarnafxp on Wednesday. Nov. 12TJ1 al
7:30-8:30 pm xi 111 South HM - NOW a lh»
am* to atari lootdng lor summer opportunities
Don I m*a I. CM 372-2461 tor mor* Information Bring your Co-op slogan and logo Id*** to
Room 238 Admin BUg by Nov 24. 1B86IAI
wHnera w* Be announced xi the BG News on
November 26.1986
Questions? Call
372-2461 Over $200 worth ol prires and gifts
w* B* ghan eway-so act now'We can sta use
mor* C S Aocounhng Procurement $ Production ManagaiTxiirl, Markatxig ( Setae students
lor Sprxig Semeater CM 372-2*61 "EARN A
FUTURE WHILE YOU EARN A DEGREE''

